
Log of sailing holiday in the Sporades, Greece.   2nd October  to 18th October 

2014 

 

Crew Tony (nominal Skipper who knows vaguely what is going on) 

           Barbara (always calling for another reef to put in) 

            Amanda (I’ll do the anchor bit!) 

            Rich (I’ll help!) 

            Mel (Isn’t it lovely) 

            Ed (whose for a beer!) 

 

Thursday 2nd October    Harpford Bank, Sidmouth to Princes Risborough 

Departed Harpford bank with brown dog, Rosie. Good run with little delay at Stonehenge arriving at Princes Risborough at 

7.15pm. Great gathering together with Ed’s parents David and Tricia. Splendid pork dinner finished off with a delightful 12 

year old Malt. Bed at 10.30pm 

Friday 3rd October    Princes Risborough  to Orei 

Sausage sarnie for breakfast and 6 seat taxi arrived at 9.08am to take us seamlessly to the brand new Terminal 2 at 

Heathrow.  Arrived to discover a 3 hour delay on our flight due to early morning fog at airport. Not very evident  and 

suspect that the Airbus 321 which would have been fully equipped for a Cat 3 approach did not have enough fuel to hold 

for the inevitable delay it would have experienced and subsequently diverted.  Fullers have a pub in this superb Terminal 

which is truly magnificent. Opened only just a couple of months ago. Most expensive London Pride I have ever drunk at 

£4.95. Flight OK but unfortunately we missed the last ferry from the mainland to Evia. A four and half hour gruelling drive 

through twisty roads arriving at Orei at 1.30am to find Harmonia (Bavaria 44) without the beds being made up as 

promised!   By the time we had unpacked it was lights out by about 2.30am. 

Saturday 4th October   Orei to Akhillion (Ahilio) on the mainland       Partly cloudy  +20 

After all the boat briefings, managed to cast off at 13.30 from a stern to mooring and then had big problems with raising 

the anchor.  It had snagged with a stray anchor some 25 meters out and kept tripping the windlass circuit breaker.  

Charlie our Lead Skipper and Lockie (the engineer) came to the rescue in their rib. Additional problem with the remote 

control and this was replaced.  

Reefed sails in anticipation of F4 and 5. Many sightings of dolphins but never surrounded. Ed was able to demonstrate his 

helming skill in the quieter winds from the NW was able to gull wing it nicely into the bay of Ptelou. Secured with stern 

lines and bow anchor at 1710.        Trip 14nm and max speed of 7.7 kts 

Group meal, anchovy sardines, mullet and beautiful Greek salads. 

Sunday 5th October    Akhillion to Skiathos Town     Overcast  +18 with light rain 

Off at 10.24 with no problems on the anchor, remembering to run the engine at 1500rpm to ensure little voltage drop for 

the windlass.  On unfurling the mainsail, it was observed that the foot of the sail did not look normal and on investigation 

it could be seen that the foil had become separated from the lower ratchet furling assembly.  We considered dropping 

the mainsail then and there as it was obvious we would not be able to furl in the sail.  Contacted the lead boat Kirki on 

channel 87 for advice and awaited their arrival alongside.  Swimming around Harmonia was the next hour’s activity while 

we waited for Kirki to join us. Sail duly pulled down, flaked and secured on the deck on the deck.  One of the holding tanks 

was full and started to over flow much to the surprise of one of the swimmers still in the water!  Tricky mooring stern to 



on the north side of the floating pontoon due to many buoys and small boats.  The anchor had to be dropped at least 5 

boat lengths out, confused signalling from the guy on the pontoon was not helpful.  However all OK with Harmonia being 

made fast at 17.30.      Trip 27.8 Max speed 7.9kts 

Complementary dinner ashore with much gaiety.  Metaxa night cap! 

Monday 6th October   Skiathos Town all day! 

Good breakfast in the Fresh Café and waiting for a decision about Harmonia.  On examination the halyard car bearing was 

found to be solidly seized up which had placed a lot of stress on the lower connection assembly causing it to fail.  In order 

for the halyard car to be extracted the mast would have to be lifted.  A crane could be made available back in Orei for the 

work necessary. A replacement boat was arranged partially with the help of Zed an Englishmen who lived on a boat 

together with cat, dog and a tattooed wife!  There was talk of a Beneteau 42i which would have been delightful but in the 

end a Bavaria 42 Cruiser, Sirene, was found. However this would not be available till the following day. 

Harmonia stopped sailing. 

And we were wailing. 

 Charlie couldn’t mend it. 

But we were not offended. 

They gave us Sirene. 

All bright and cleany. 

She sails like an arrow. 

And here comes the sun 

 

Tuesday 7th October       Skiathos Town to Nea Klima (Skopolos)     Overcast +18   F3/4 with rain in the air 

Changing over from Harmonia, we laboured the length of the pontoon with all our chattels and much forward –purchased 

victualing. Full briefing from Greek owner. All very impressive with chart plotter Garmin 521(same as Gilkicker) on deck 

together with full instruments and an auto helm. 

Off at 1345 to find an easy 6 to 7 knots from engine at 2200rpm.  The plan was to go south of Skopelos and approach 

from the SW. With full sails Sirene was creaming through 

the water at 7 ½ knots with just 15 knots of wind!  Got 

caught by a squall that was not a squall but ongoing at 25 to 

30 knots.  Managed to reef in and headed for the gap 

between Skiathos and Skopelos.  Heavy seas but once in the 

gap the sea and winds eased . Full sails again and a fantastic 

7 kts with 14 knots of wind.  Arrived at 17.30  Stern to.    

Rum party ashore coinciding with Eds birthday ..much 

celebrations 



 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 8th October  Nea Klima to Steni Vala (Alonissos)      Partly cloudy F3 +20 

Off at 11.39 .  Bit of a swell and decided to reef.  Good lunch stop in a bay just to the west of Mourita Bay.  

 Ed and Rich zoomed around in dingy followed by Ed and Mel. Good swimming with lots of snorkelling. 

Charlie called on radio with a wind warning and suggested an 

early return so left the bay at about 1630.  Good enjoyable sail 

to Steni Vale . Sail handling by crew much improved. No 

problems with the windlass and Amanda parked neatly stern to, 

on number 6 on the Quay. 

 Beers were 

amazingly cold                                       

Trip 15.2 Max 

speed 9.4 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday 9th October Steni Vale    partly cloudy +21  Strong winds 

forecast hence a delay for winds to ease. 

Much entertainment from Ed on the quay. 

Barbara had goat for lunch while Tony enjoyed stuffed courgette 

flowers 



Off for day sailing at 1512.  

Without doubt Sirene is the fastest boat on the flotilla. Lots of tacking with much great sailing on a close haul. Managed 

to sail all day with just the last 20 minutes or so on the engine.  Great parking from Amanda again.  Trip 18.9   Max speed 

8.8 kts 

 

Friday 10th  October    Partly cloudy +22    F4/5  Steni Vale to Skopolos Town   

 

Off at 11.40 with Ed at the helm …a steep 

learning curve.  A heave to exercise ended 

up with an inadvertent tack!   Good sailing 

with an easy 7kts and occasional 8 kts.  Ed 

held it nicely in the odd gust we had.  

Anchored up in small bay just south of the 

moorings in Votsi.  15 meters of chain held 

well in 5 meters depth. Able to check 

visually.  Delicious lunch of left overs. MOB 

exercises under power completed well in 

spite of a broken hook on the boat hook!  

Great fun trying unsuccessfully under sail.  

Amanda dived in to rescue our MOB , an old 

horseshoe buoy loaded with line. Trip 16.5 

Max speed 9kts 

 

 

 

Beach BBQ with Ed strumming away on his guitar.  Limericks read out from all the boats. Splendid pork steaks with salad 

and garlic bread. A very alcoholic punch was the accompaniment!  Finished off the evening with Ed continuing to play in 

the Icarus Café. Metaxas flowed once more. 

 

Saturday 11th October  Skopelos to Kira Panayia. (Ormos Paigniou)  Partly cloudy + 22    Away from the main flotilla and 

on our own 

Weighed anchor at 11.12 with Melissa in control. Lovely tacking from Mel, close hauled making 6 to 8 knots. Dropped the 

sails going through the gap between Alonissosa and Ak. Aspro. Unable to find the caves on the NE coast that had been 

mentioned. Choppy sea was not conducive to launching the dingy.  Motored round to Firakos in the hope of a likely lunch 

stop. Nothing of interest found so set across Steno Pelagonisou to Kira Panayias bay.  Decided to anchor up in the second 

bay on the SE corner. Isis (Ray and Janet) were ahead of us and were anchored up though with no shore line. We 

ultimately laid down 40meters of chain and two lengths of warp to the shore.  Plenty of rocks to choose from.  Amanda 

and Rich in their dingy gave assistance to Isis with their shore line. 

Chicken a la Amanda provided a delicious sustenance together with copious amounts of wine. Numerous hands of shit 

head followed with entertainment from ED on his guitar.   Trip 18 max speed 9.4 

 

 



Sunday 12th October  Kira Panayia to Loutraki    F3  to NE  

Dingy tied to stern and departed at 1150.  Last boat out of bay as Amanda and Rich again gave assistance to Nerita  

retrieving their shore lines.  Motored all the way with lunch on 

the move.  Ham and feta cheese sandwiches. Radio quiz from 

Kerki kept us amused and arguing for half an hour or so!  

Caught up with the rest of the flotilla except for Ida (Richard, 

Richard and Barbara) who were able to help in taking our stern 

lines when mooring up to the south side of the floating 

pontoon.  Arrived at 1550.   Trip 21.7  

 

 

 

Monday 13th October   Loutraki to Panormou south bay     Away from main flotilla and on our own. 

Off at 11.50 with Rich in command.  Light and variable winds.  Lunch stop 

in Limnonari.  Beach deserted apart from one family and in conversation 

with the father who spoke good English we were remarking how lovely it 

was to have the beach to ourselves and I said yes there isn’t even any 

Germans!  He was German! But he did laugh and we chatted for over 20 

minutes or so.  Interesting guy, worked for Ministry of Finance in Berlin.  

He was familiar with Joseph Huber and agreed that monetary reform was 

necessary.   Spam sandwiches completed the lunch stop.  

 

 

 Off to South Bay to find Nerita (Malcom and Jennifer) there together with a large yacht containing a bunch of noisy 

Dutchmen including a Ben Gun character who had a beard down to his waist.  Again Amanda and Rich provided assistance 

to Nerita with shore lines including ourselves on Sirene.  Good holding in 1.7M (below keel).  Plan was for Barbara and 

Tony to deal with supper that night but Mel and Ed went exploring in the dingy and found a fish restaurant that was open 

for business.  Eating on the boat was a no brainer so entire crew was shipped to the beach on the main bay in two 

shuttles.  Wonderful fresh fish and there to watch the sunset.  Great fun on the return trips in the dingy with Tony acting 

as a steaming light.  The Dutchmen were still enjoying themselves!   

 



 

Trip 12.7 

 

Tuesday 14th October  Panormou Bay to Skiathos Town to return Sirene and collect  Harmonia.  Then catch up with rest 

of flotilla in Ammos bay (BBQ Beach) on the mainland. 

Up at 6.20 and off at 07.00 in the dark.  Mill pond sea and watched the sun rise at 0735.  Slightly confused approach into 

the harbour as it did not look right.  Realised that the floating pontoon was no longer there so moored up on the town 

quay stern to at 0845 just a couple of boats away from Harmonia.  So changeover was easier than last time.  Greek owner 

was there to meet us and a quick check over and the €1500 deposit was returned! 

Full Monty breakfast for all at the Meltemi Café with fabulous homemade orange jam. 

The furling system looked good with replacement foil connection at the lower end and the boat was lovely and clean.  Full 

water tanks and holding tanks cleared, or so we were told by Zed. 

 

 

Lunch stop in north bay on Tsoungria Island. Good holding in 6 meters.  Much passing round of the binoculars to confirm 

the two girls playing ball on the beach were in fact topless!  Amanda spotted much debris around the prop and was sent 

with knife in mouth to clear it!  She dropped it!  With great determination and much tenacity on the fourth go she 

managed to retrieve in probably what was 7 meters of water. 

Departed at 1500 with a very light wind.  On trying to tighten up the main halyard it was discovered that the broken 

jammer on the mast had not been replaced so led that back to a winch to no avail. The sail refused to unfurl beyond the 

halfway point. Reluctant to apply pressure on the ratchet assembly with a winch and we felt there was a problem with 

the ratchet assembly.  So left it for further 

investigation….that is what flotilla sailing is about… 

responsibility of the lead crew!   We were the last boat in on 

this delightful but very small bay. Slight panic going in as a 

fender came loose but skilful handling from Ed and Rich 

retrieved it with the repaired boat hook.  Also not aware 

that they wanted us to drop the anchor when moving astern 

to take up position alongside on the starboard…the hand 

held radio was inadvertently switched over to adjacent 

channel!   With bow, stern, spring lines, bow and kedge 

anchors set, we could not have been more secure. Mel and 

Ed served up a gourmet dinner of pasta, salad and 

hamburgers, together with the wine we won on the radio 



quiz.  Perhaps not fair, as there were six of us but the wine had to be shared out…a nice wine too!  

Wednesday 15th October   Ammos to Kiriaki in the Trickeri Channel 

Good breakfast of fruit salad and yoghurt while our stalwart Charlie 

investigated the furling system on the mast.  No problem with the ratchet 

assembly. The luff of the sail, due to lack of tension, was more than likely 

creased and was bunching inside the mast. This was outside the adjustment 

of the screw adjustment on the connector. Charlie spent 30 minutes or so 

feeding a line from the tack to a securing point on the lower part of the 

assembly to increase the tension on the luff as it was not possible to tension 

from the head as the halyard car was already at the top of its travel.   Old sail 

with a much stretched luff!  That seemed to work and we were running out 

the sail freely but he recommended that we use the winch handle directly on 

the ratchet.  

While swimming to and exploring the beach found an old fisherman’s hut 

amongst the trees with a large tin BBQ griddle.  Took pics with my iPhone 

with its waterproof container….did not like my wet fingers on the touch 

screen but I did prevail.  

We were off at 1150 being the first boat to leave the raft.  Talk about Mother 

Hen leading her chicks.  All was a mill pond initially.  Log now works having spent 10 minutes scrapping off the scale that 

had built up on the impellor. Again the mainsail jammed and very reluctant to use force.  Accepted the situation and just 

used the genoa. Moored alongside on the Town Quay. In the process Barbara while taking up the slack on the stern line 

fell back to be jammed between the guard rail and the main winch.  All hands leapt to the rescue!   

Found a tavern serving fresh fish and was able to choose the fish we wanted to eat from a cool box. This was filleted on 

the adjacent quay.  All very delightful. 

 

Thursday 16th  October   Last day……… Trickeri to to Orei 

Trudged up the hill to the old village…a good 45 minute hike. It was market day and bought grapes and really nice lettuce 

salad. Good exercise but missed morning prayers with Charlie.  Amanda took down the brief for the day. 



 

Nice pic of Ed praying for a beer! 

Sprung off the bow with slip lines completed successfully with Mel at the helm at 1150.  A good lunch stop in a bay just to 

the north west of  Aryironisos.  Secluded beach with one solitary fisherman.  Half built villas on the hill side with just one 

that looked complete with residents.  Great nosh with salad, cheese, ham olives etc.  Lots of reading and recitals from Ed 

in glorious sunshine. Again Amanda and Rich showed great team work and skill on raising the anchor on Harmonia which 

had become problematic with the chain piling up under the windlass. 

Set sail for Orei at 1545 with just the genoa. Doing very well with much tacking with Ed in control right to the entrance of 

the harbour. He did a great job on the mooring exercise…..going in astern with a good 15 kt breeze on the starboard 

side…maintained a good transit at 90 degrees to the quay where Charlie and Lockie were waiting to take our lines. An 

extra warp was laid from the bow to a cleat on the quay.     Trip 12        Max speed 7.0 kts 

A crisis developed as we had exhausted our stock of beer and euros.  With not an ATM in sight Ed and Tony trudged (the 

latter in bare feet) to find a super market that would take a credit card. One was eventually found and smiles were again 

seen on the crew faces!   Then we discovered that the restaurant booked for a group meal had no card machine.  Amanda 

through great perseverance located an ATM but quite a few kilometres away but managed to cadge a lift there and all the 

way back to within a few feet of Harmonia!  

An excellent group 

meal with much 

merriment and 

prize giving.  David 

of Trygona sang a 

lovely little song (he 

won a scholarship 

to St Pauls and was 

part of its choir) and 

thanked our lead 

crew in the usual 

way. 

 



Friday 17th October   

Back to Blighty via bus, ferry, bus and Airbus 321.  Our taxi driver was waiting for us with a board when we 

exited the baggage hall.  By sheer coincidence Ed’s mother Tricia was returning from Geneva and was 

scheduled to land just a few minutes after our flight.  So we said our good byes to the youngest members of 

our crew.  Tricia had her car at the airport and Ed and Mel had planned a couple of nights at Oxford in any 

event.  

Fish and chips supper at Princes Risborough and the eldest member of our crew was given a list of 

plumbing/electrical jobs to be completed on the following day before departure for Devon 

Saturday 18th October 

The senior members arrived back to Tipton St John, Sidmouth to find their house still standing in spite of the 

occupation by other members of the family. And there was milk in the fridge and importantly a couple of cold 

beers. God bless you Nats!   

 

Harmonia, stopped in her tracks 

No mainsail means holidays crap 

Kat, Lockie and Charlie 

Have got us Sirene 

And now we are the happiest of chaps 

 

 

End of Log Harmonia/Sirene Sporades Islands 2nd to 18th October 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


